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✴ protostellar cores: Properties & Questions 

✴ Dust & Polarization in Protostars: A complex relationship  

✴ Dust Polarization To Investigate B Field 

✴ Dust Polarization To Investigate Grain Properties
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• The	stellar	embryo	grows	by	accreting	the	surrounding	envelope		

• Accretion	shock	at	the	surface	of	the	protostar:		

the	kinetic	energy	is	converted	to	heat,	then	radiated:	

				Lacc	=	½	(dM/dt)	Vff
2	=	GM/R(dM/dt)																	

Lacc	dominates	L✪:	it	is	a	protostar		

(Shu	et	al.	1987)	

• Conservation	of	angular	momentum:	disk	formation	

• Accretion/	ejection:	protostellar	outflows	

• Cold,	dense	envelope:		emission	peaks	in	the	submm	

• The	Menv	>>	Mstar	:	envelope	totally	masks	the	stellar	embryo	in	the	making		

➙	impossible	to	see	its	surface	until	the	envelope	becomes	transparent	(beginning	of	the	T-Tauri	phase)	

➙	use	the	dust	continuum	emission	to	probe	the	density	and	temperature	structure	in	the	envelope	(+disk)

The	main	accretion	phase:	overview



• Accretion	processes	:	Fast	?	Slow	?	

Class	0	phase	lifetime	~104	-	105	yrs		

(Evans+	2009,	Maury+	2011,	Dunham+	2014)	

=>	rather	short,	vigorous	accretion	phase	

• Rotating	infalling	envelopes	:	angular	momentum	

=>	Role	of	outflows	to	carry	away	j	?	

Only	few	rotation	signatures	in	disk	jets	&	winds	

jout	~	100-200	au.km	s-1	

(Chrysostomou+	2008,	Lee+	2017,	Zhang+	2018)	

=>	Formation	of	disks	?	

>75%	of	Class	0	disks	are	small	,	radii	<60	au	

(Segura-Cox+	2018,	Maury+	2010,	2014,	2019)	

• Are	magnetic	fields	dynamically	relevant	?	

=>	difficult	to	produce	collimated	jets	without	them	

=>	observed	in	most	cores	

(Hull+	2014,	Lee+	2017,	Galametz+	2018,	Alina+	2019)	

=>	do	they	regulate	mass	accretion	and	disk	formation	?	

(Li+	2014,	Hennebelle+	2016,	Maury+	2018)

The	main	accretion	phase:	questions
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Grain alignmentPolarized dust

Recipes	to	make	dust	polarization:	

Alignment	with	magnetic	fields	=>	B	

(Hoang	&	Lazarian	2014)	

Self-scattering	of	thermal	dust	emission	=>	amax	

(Kataoka+	2015)	

Alignment	with	radiation	fields	=>		<grain	size>	

(Tazaki+	2017)



1	/	Spin	the	dust:		

Use	gaz/dust	interaction:	If	equipartition	grain	rotational	energy	=	gas	thermal	energy,	one	expects	a	spherical	grain	with	
radius	a	=	0.1	μm	to	rotate	at	a	frequency	~100	MHz	(using	T	~100	K	for	diffuse	medium)	

=>	Dust	grains	spinning		

2/	Induce	precession	around	B	lines		

Use	paramagnetic	(or	even	better	ferromagnetic,	superparamagnetic	with	iron	inclusions)	material	-	or	a	Barnett	effect	

=>	Dust	grains	spinning	and	precessing	around	B		

3/	Align	of	the	grain	rotational	velocity	Ω	with	its	axis	of	maximal	inertia		

Use	internal	or	nuclear	relaxation	

=>	Grains	are	precessing	around	B,	and	spinning	around	their	axis	of	maximal	inertia	with	a	momentum	J	

4/	Bring	an	extra	torque	aligning	the	spin	axis	of	dust	grains	along	the	magnetic	field		

Use,	eg,	radiative	or	mechanical	torques	(paramagnetic	alignment	not	efficient	enough	due	to	slow	rotation,	Hoang	&	Lazarian	
2016)	

=>		The	grain	is	now	precessing	around	B,	and	spinning	around	its	axis	of	maximal	inertia	with	a	momentum	J,	and	is	very	well	
aligned	with	the	local	B	line

Grain alignmentPolarized dust

Recipe	to	make	dust	polarization	from	B-fields:	

Davis	&	Greenstein	1951



Polarized thermal dust emission essentials

     

Least likely orientation

Most likely orientation

B⃗

B⃗

E⃗

Remember Thiem Hoang’s talk

• Grains are aspherical, charged, rotating, and aligned preferentially perpendicularly to the local magnetic field 

• Cross sections are proportional to the size, so grains emit more radiation parallel to their long axes 

• Polarized thermal emission arises, with an orientation perpendicular to the local magnetic field

+Q

−Q
−U+U

−U +U

+Q

Stokes Q and U

−Q
Polarization orientation

Magnetic field orientation

Dust	polarized	emission	due	to	B-fields:

• Alignment	may	be	associated	with	paramagnetic	relaxation	or	radiative	torques:	preferentially	perpendicularly	to	the	

local	magnetic	field		

• Cross	sections	are	proportional	to	the	size,	so	grains	emit	more	radiation	parallel	to	their	long	axes	

• Polarized	thermal	emission	arises,	with	an	orientation	perpendicular	to	the	local	magnetic	field	

Grain alignmentPolarized dust



Starlight	polarized	by	dust	extinction	:	different	levels	of	
extinction	along	the	major	and	the	minor	axis,	with	the	E-

vectors	pointing	parallel	to	the	field	

=>	B	with	optical	and	near-infrared	polarization	(most	
efficient	for	grains	of	sizes	similar	to	lambda).

Starless	core	Pipe-109	

The	mean	polarization	angles	at	submillimeter	and	NIR	wavelengths		
are	132°	and	2°.7,	respectively

Alves+	(2014):	emissionKandori+	(2018):	extinction

Polarized	dust	emission:	emission	of	elongated	dust	grains	is	
polarized	if	the	grains	are	aligned,	with	the	E-vectors	point	

perpendicular	to	the	field.		

=>	B	with	FIR	and	submillimeter	polarization	from	grains	with	
large	sizes	(the	densest	regions).

Grain alignmentPolarized dust
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Planck:	large-scale	magnetic	fields	in	Taurus

Planck	:	submm	polarized	light

10pc

Dust	Polarization	=>	B
Planck:	large-scale	magnetic	fields	in	Perseus

Credit:	A.	BraccoResults for Field Strength

ISM Component Btotal (�G)
____________________________________

diffuse ionized medium 7 � 3
(synchrotron equipartition, RMs)

H I clouds 6.0�1.8
(H I Zeeman) (� ~ 0.1)

molecular clouds 10 – 3,000+
(OH, CN Zeeman) (�C ~ 1)

Also	in	protostars:	see	Maud	Galametz’s	talk	today



1	mm	polarization,	13	Class	0	protostars	
Dust	polarization	maps	@		2000	au	

Hull	et	al.	(2013,	2014)

All	protostellar	envelopes	are	magnetized	to	some	level

Galametz+	(2018):	0.8mm	dust	polarization		
in	12	Class	0	low-mass	protostars	

B	detected	in	all	of	them	

B-field

TADPOL	survey

See	also	BISTRO+	in	
Kwon	et	al.	2018;	
Soam	et	al.	2018	

Pattle	et	al.	2018	…

Coudé+	(2019):		
0.8mm	dust	polarization		

from	JCMT/BISTRO	
in	Perseus	B1		

A	turbulent	field	?

SD	depolarization	recovered		
with	interferometers

Polarized dust



The protostellar luminosity problem

Photospheric 
luminosity

Protostellar 
mass Protostellar mass 

accretion rate

Protostellar 
radius

Radiative efficiency of 
accretion shock

Total protostellar 
luminosity

10-5 MSUN yr-1

3 RSUN

 1 ⪞

0.25 MSUN

}
Accretion 
luminosityLACC ~ 25 LSUN

This estimate neglects external heating and the photospheric luminosity, 
both effects exacerbate the problem

Median observed luminosity 
=

1.2 - 1.3 LSUN 

Protostars	have	luminosities		
<<		

than	would	be	expected		
(see	eg	Kryukova+	2012,	Dunham+	2014)

Luminosity functions peak near 1 Lsun
for clouds which form high mass stars, 
and at  0.1 Lsun for Perseus and 
Ophiuchus.

Orion, Cep OB3, and Mon R2 show tails 
extending to luminosities > 100 Lsun.

Combined luminosity functions differ 
between high mass SF clouds and low 
mass SF clouds, with a KS test 
probability P = 0.02.

Luminosities less than expected for 
continuous accretion over 5 x 105 years 
(Lacc ~ 5 Lsun), particularly for low mass 
regions Æ luminosity problem not 
solved.

140 35 46

20 37 12

16 65221

Sensitivity limit based on 
[24] cutoff

Luminosity Functions for Contamination Luminosity Functions for Contamination 
Subtracted Subtracted ProtostarsProtostars

Episodic	accretion	?

Gettin’	mass	&	burnin’	brightRoles	of	B

Density	profile	ρ(r)	=	c
s
2	/	2πGr2				==>		GM(r)/r	=	2c

s
2				

dM/dt	=	M(r)/t
ff
(r)	=	(2c

s
2r/G)	/	(3π/32Gρ)1/2			

∼	c
s
3/G			

=		2	x	10-6	Msun/yr		assuming	free-fall	(for	T	=	10	K)	

infall	radius	2000	AU	
mass	infall	rate	3x10-6	Mo/yr	
accretion	rate	10-6	Mo/yr	

age	5x104	yrs

B335	(Evans+	2015):	
ALMA	

Impacting	the	collapse	?



CALYPSO	survey	of	1.3+2.7	mm	dust	continuum	emission	

>72%	Class	0	disks	have	rdisk	<	60	au	(26	Class	0	protostars)	
Class	0	median	disk	radius	<	40	au

+	Also	Segura-Cox+	2018	in	10	Class	0	+	4	Class	I:	<	33%	Class	0	/	I	have	candidate	disks	with	r>12	au	at	8mm	
+	Busquet	et	al.	2019	in	GGD	27:	paucity	of	disks	with	Rdisk	>	100	au	

+	Recent	ALMA	surveys	suggesting	Class	I/II	disks	are	smaller	than	expected		
(Pascucci+	2016,	Barenfeld+	2017,	Tripathi+	2017,	Cazoletti+	2019)

Ohashi	et	al.	2014,	Murillo	et	al.	2013,	Lee	et	al.	2018a,	2018b,	Tobin	et	al.	2018,	Gerin	et	al.	2017,	Tokuda	et	al.	2017,	Yen	et	al.	2015b,	2017,	Chou	et	al.	2016

Regulating	properties	of	youngest	disksRoles	of	B

< rClass0
disk >

< rClassI
disk >

Maury	et	al	(2010,	2014,	2019)

Magnetic	braking	delays	the	formation	of	large	rotationally-supported	disks	
=>	favors	magnetized	scenarii	of	protostellar	collapse



A	magnetically-regulated	collapse	in	B335	?

ALMA	observations	of	the	1.3mm	dust	continuum	polarization

The classical assumption of using "standard" ionization fractions to compute the coupling be-
tween the field and the circumstellar material seems therefore incomplete, and observational
progress must be made to test magnetized scenarios showcasing diffusive processes as impor-
tant actors in star formation processes.

3 PROPOSED ALMA OBSERVATIONS

3.1 B335: AN IDEAL TEST-BED FOR MAGNETICALLY-REGULATED COLLAPSE SCENARIOS

B335 is a well studied Class 0 protostellar core located 150 pc away, driving an east-west outflow
approximately in the plane of the sky (⇠10�, see left panel of Fig.1). Kinematical analysis of B335
suggested that while infalling motions are detected at >⇠ 1000 AU scales in the envelope, 50% of the
angular momentum contained within a 1000 AU scale is not conserved when probing the smaller
envelope scales (Yen et al. 2015, Kurono et al. 2013, see Fig.2).

Figure 1: Left Optical map towards B335 showing the extent of the envelope in extinction. Center Magnetic
fields vectors detected with SMA at 350 GHz (beam 4.500 are indicated as pink segments, superimposed on the
dust continuum emission map at (Stokes I). The background image shows the 12CO(2–1) integrated intensity,
tracing the outflow lobes along an east-west axis (Yen et al. 2011). Right Map of the magnetic field vectors
from polarized dust continuum emission obtained with ALMA in B335 (synthesized beam 0.500).

We carried out interferometric dust polarization observations of B335 with the SMA at 350 GHz,
and detected dust polarized emission suggestive of an ordered magnetic field in the inner envelope
(700 AU resolution, see central panel of Fig.1). Because the SMA detection was not sensitive enough
to carry out detailed comparison of the magnetic field topology with expectations from MHD simula-
tions of magnetized collapse, we then observed the dust polarized emission towards B335 at higher
sensitivity with ALMA (Cycle 2 data delivered in March 2016). The ALMA data, shown in Fig.1, re-
veals a great wealth of magnetic field vectors along a complex topology that seems to be organized
mainly in the equatorial plane and along the outflow cavity walls.

Its early collapse stage, low specific angular momentum, as well as its lack of multiplicity nor
circumstellar disk, already made B335 a very strong candidate for magnetically-regulated collapse.
Our interferometric maps showing a strong and organized magnetic field in B335 at scales 100-1000
AU confirmed further this hypothesis, suggesting an efficient magnetic braking may be at work in
this young protostar. Constraining the coupling of the field to the envelope’s material from the
ionization properties at scales where magnetic field lines seem ordered would be the smok-
ing gun to conclude whether magnetic fields are responsible for the yet unexplained angular
momentum distribution at small scales in this young accreting protostar.

2

Maury+	(2018)

Polarized dust B-field



A	magnetically-regulated	collapse	in	B335	?

Comparison	of	our	ALMA	data	to	synthetic	observations	of	non-ideal	MHD	models	of	protostellar	collapse	

Best	model:	μ~6	

=>	B	regulates	the	formation	of	the	protostellar	disk	 Maury+	(2018)

Parameter	space:	
Core:	2.5	Msun	

Times:	0.07,	0.14	and	0.2	Myrs	
Mass-to-flux	ratio	mu	:	3,	5,	6,	10	
Rotational	energy	beta	0.1%	1%	10%	

Turbulent	energy:	Mach	0.01	0.2	0.5	1.0

Model: SYNTHETIC B LINESOBSERVATIONS: B lines

Polarized dust B-field



Also	cases	of	organized,	but	less	dynamically	dominant	B

BHB07	Class	I	circumbinary	disk:		

ALMA	E-vectors	reveal	a	toroidal	field	component		

produced	by	disk	rotation	at	scales	100	au	?A&A proofs: manuscript no. aa_alves_accepted

Fig. 6. Polarization vectors rotated by 90� showing the plane-of-sky
magnetic field configuration at Band 7. Contours show the same Stokes
I intensity levels as in Fig. 1. The background image is a moment 1
map of the H2CO (32,1 �22,0) emission in BHB07-11. The moment map
is produced from a 3� cut (� ⇠ 5.3 mJy beam�1) in the molecular
emission. The synthesized beam of the H2CO map is 0.2700 ⇥ 0.2100.
The stars symbols have the same meaning as in Fig. 1.

Girart et al. 2006, 2009; Frau et al. 2011). Therefore, we spec-
ulate that being a Class I YSO, the dust grain population in the
BHB07-11 disk is not too di↵erent from the surrounding enve-
lope feeding the disk.

Upon the assumption that the polarization arises from grain
alignment with the magnetic field, the 90�-rotated polarization
map shows the plane-of-sky component of the disk magnetic
(B) field averaged along the line of sight (Fig. 6). The vector
map does not exhibit an obvious azimuthal morphology as pre-
viously reported in other young disks seen face-on (e. g., Rao
et al. 2014). Instead, the observed pattern could be interpreted
as the dragging of the magnetic field lines due to the disk rota-
tion, a precursor of a toroidal B-field morphology. As reported
by Alves et al. (2017), the kinematics derived from molecular
line observations of BHB07-11 is consistent with infall plus ro-
tation motions at the inner envelope, but it is dominated by Kep-
lerian rotation at scales of ⇠ 150 AU, corresponding essentially
to the disk. Specifically, the H2CO (32,1 � 22,0) emission (⌫ =
218.760 GHz, Eu ⇠ 70 K) is confined to the disk in either low
and high velocity components (which reach ⇠ 5.5 km s�1 with
respect to the systemic velocity of the object). The velocity cen-
troid map of the molecular emission shows a velocity gradient
along the disk long axis (Fig.6). There is a clear correspondence
between the putative B-field lines and the velocity structure.

In the next section, we compare our data with polarization
models of radiative alignment and magnetic alignment mecha-
nisms.

6. Polarization models

6.1. Alignment with radiation field

We have built synthetic polarization maps assuming radiation
alignment produced by the VLA 5a and VLA 5b sources. We
have considered either polarization from each protostar individ-
ually and in combination weighted by 1/d2, where d is the dis-
tance to the protostars. We used the disk inclination and posi-

δPA=20.2º   σ=6.9º

Fig. 7. Best fit for the polarization produced by radiation fields from
the VLA 5a source (red vectors) and the Band 7 data (blue vectors).
The grey scale indicates polarized intensity with same levels of Fig.
1. Vectors are shown for every 3 pixels. The position angle di↵erence
between the our data and the radiation alignment position angles are
shown as a histogram in the bottom panel. The histogram bin is 6� to be
consistent with the largest observational uncertainty in position angle.

tion angle in the plane-of-sky as free parameters. For the sce-
nario where VLA 5b is the main dominant source of radiation,
the mean �PA= PAdata�PAmodel is 28.9� with a standard devia-
tion � of 5.5�. The mean �PA residuals are even larger (> 30�)
for the model assuming combined radiation from the two proto-
stars. The best fit was achieved in the scenario where VLA 5a
is the dominant source of radiation, from which a disk inclina-
tion of 48� and position angle of 138� were derived (fit error of
±15�). These values are consistent with our observational esti-
mates (Alves et al. 2017). Fig. 7 shows the comparison between
our Band 7 polarization maps and the radiation fields polariza-
tion produced by VLA 5a, with mean �PA= 20.2� and � = 6.9�.
However, there is a strong discrepancy in position angles at the
northwest portion of the disk. The histogram in Fig. 7 shows the
distribution of residuals (�PA) with bins the size the largest ob-
servational uncertainty in position angle (�max

PA = 6�).

6.2. Alignment with magnetic field

For the case of magnetic alignment, we used the DustPol module
of the ARTIST software (Padovani et al. 2012; Jørgensen et al.
2014) to build a disk model including thermal continuum polar-
ization by dust grains aligned by a large-scale magnetic field. In
order to model the configuration of the observed magnetic field
lines, we assumed the model by Shu et al. (2007) of a viscously
accreting disk surrounding a low-mass protostar, with magnetic
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Alves+	(2018)

L1448	IRS2A	(Perseus)	

B	vectors:	very	organized	pattern.		

Unclear	wether	the	field	is	dynamically	relevant	or	not

Kwon+	(2019)

Polarized dust B-field



The	dust	polarization	also	reveals	more	complex	topologies	…

The	polarized	dust	view	of	Serpens	SMM1:	

Multiple	sources,	cavities	and	patchy	topology	

Polarization	fraction	up	to	20%		
(away	from	the	dust	continuum	peak)

Hull+	2017

Le	Gouellec,	Hull,	Maury+	(2019)

Polarized dust B-field

Different	roles	of	B	in	low-mass		
and	more	massive	star	formation	?
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Crédit:	Jankovski	et	al.	(2012)



Don't	count	your	chickens	before	they're	hatched	…	

Mm	size	grains	~	in	T-Tauri	disks

Self-scatteringPolarized dust

Where is the complex 
organic reservoir?

ALMA: dust evolution in 
disks is more advanced 
than previously thought

Growth plus radial drift?
Locked up in planetesimals?

HD 163296

HD 100546

HD 97048

TW Hya

DSHARP	ALMA

HL	Tau	ALMA

See	also	:	Miotello+	2014,	Testi+	2014



Illustration	credit:	Akimasa	Kataoka

Polarized dust Self-scattering

Dust	polarization	due	to	self-scattering

Disk	=	photons	from	the	disk	self-scatter	on	disk	grains	
+	ring	geometry	=	strong	anisotropy

Discriminating	feature:		
change	of	polarization	pattern		

radial	=>	toroidal

Model



Pol	degree		<	2%	(Yang+	2017)Variation	of	the	degree	of	polarization	&	albedo	against	
the	maximum	grain	size	(~	λ/(2π,	Kataoka+	2015)	

Hull+	(2018)

IM	Lup:	0.8mm	dust	self-scattering	
		

amax	~	60	microns

HL	Tau:	3mm	dust	self-scattering		

amax	~70	microns

Dust	polarization	due	to	self-scattering
Polarized dust Self-scattering



HL	Tau:			0.8	mm	pol	=	dust	self-scattering																																																																																						3mm	pol	=	radiative	alignment	?

Dust	polarization	due	to	radiative	alignment
Polarized dust Radiative alignment

Needs	big	helical	grains	and	highly	anisotropic	radiation	field

Stephens+	2017,	Kataoka+	2017



The	dust	polarization	at	<100	au	can	be	a	delicate	mixture		…

IRAS16293-B:	optically	thick	dust	emission		

Polarization	@	1.3mm	vs	6.9mm	(Liu+	2018	)	

Reminiscent	of	dust	self-scattering	in	a	face-on	disk	

(Rao+	2014,	Sadavoy+	2018)

Cox+	(2018):	ALMA	0.8mm	polarized	emission	in	10	Class	0	protostars

Some	evidence	of	polarization	due	to	dust	scattering	at	small	scales	?	
See	also	Harris+	(2018)	in	VLA1623	and	L1527

Lee+	2018

HH	212 HH	111

Scattering	?

B-field	?

Polarized dust Self-scattering + B-field



The	dust	polarization	at	<100	au	can	be	a	delicate	mixture		…

IRAS	4A	seen	with	VLA

Polarizations	from	the	two	competing	mechanisms	tend	to	cancel	each	other	on	the	major	axis,	producing	
two	low	polarization	“holes”	(under	certain	conditions).	

(Yang+	2016)

Polarized dust Self-scattering + B-field

A	real	need	for	proper	(i)	laboratory	experiments	on	(big+non-spherical)	dust	emissivity	and	polarization	

(ii)	realistic	radiative	transfer	models	and	(iii)	multi-wavelength	observations



DSHARP	ALMA

HL	Tau	ALMA

Valdivia,	Maury,	Brauer	+	(2019):		
Current	alignment	theories	cannot	reproduce	the	polarization	fractions	observed	in	dense	envelopes		

without	large	grains	(>	20	microns)	

Polarized dust Need for big grains in Class 0 envelopes ?

MHD	model



DSHARP	ALMA

HL	Tau	ALMA

Polarized dust Need for big grains in Class 0 envelopes ?

MHD	model
Also spectral indices suggesting grain growth in Class 0 envelopes

Galametz, Maury+ (sub.) at 500 au scales



Perspectives

MAGNETIZED	COLLAPSE	scenario	seems	necessary	to	reproduce	the	observed	disk	properties		
(eg	CALYPSO	results,	B335	as	prototype)	

Pristine	disk	properties	are	probably	key	to	later	evolution	in	star/planet	system:		
Class	0	disks	should	be	better	characterized	

But	grain	properties	largely	unexplored	in	embedded	protostars	&	disks	

CRUCIAL	to	understand		
#	the	formation	of	planetesimals	

#	the	back-reaction	of	dust	on	gas	(kinematics,	heating,	chemistry)	
#	the	properties	of	dust	polarization	used	to	trace	B		

Comparison	observations/simulations	will	become	crucial	as	we	reach	more	details	(and	complexity)	in	
observations	

Observations:	
Do	dust	continuum	polarization,	and	polarization	from	molecular	lines	trace	similar	magnetic	topologies	?	(tomography	?)	

Do	submm	observations	go	deep	enough		in	dense	environments	(opacity)	?		

Laboratory	works:	
Large/elongated	dust	grains:	emissivity,	size,	evolution		?		

Size	segregation	/	growth:	how	to	maintain	elongation	with	grains	>1mu,		does	that	affect	polarization		?	

Models:		
How	to	realistically	compute	conditions	for	alignment	in	MHD	simulations	?	

How	to	treat	dust	correctly	?



B	is	the	last	hidden	dimension	of	our	Universe	!	



Model A includes silicates grains that are aligned and carbon grains that are not.  

Both are aligned in model D, with carbon inclusions (6% in volume) in the silicate matrix.  

Right: Model D exposed to a range of radiation field, G0, from diffuse ISM to highly-irradiated regions  

The Wien regime, an invaluable constraint on dust models  

Millimetron



Millimetron

Local irradiation field (G0) maps derived 
from the 70 and 100 μm Herschel maps 

(Shimajiri et al. 2017). Contours are 
G0=100, 500, 1000 Habings.

Column density contours (4, 5, 6, 
10 × 1021 cm-2) on Herschel 70 μm 

map, B-field lines derived from 
Planck.

NGC1579 : 

Spitzer map at 3.6 μm

The Wien regime, an invaluable constraint on dust models  
Pilot project with HAWC+ by M. Galametz, V. Guillet, A. Maury

Millimetron can probe dust properties and dust alignment mechanisms  
in widely varying conditions !
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Millimetron

Is	the	magnetic	field	shaping	the	pristine	protoplanetary	disk	properties	?



Envelope-scale	B-field	misalignment	is	found	preferentially		

in	protostars	that	are	close	multiple	and/or	harbor	a	larger	Keplerian	disk	?

Galametz,	Maury,	Girart+	(2018)

Is	the	magnetic	field	shaping	the	pristine	protoplanetary	disk	properties	?

Millimetron

Millimetron can test magnetized star formation scenarii  
in large samples of protostars at the relevant scales !
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Pol
Future facilities

V branch
H branch

SPICA	B-BOP:	10’’	@	100microns

wide-field 100–350 μm images of linearly polarized dust emission 

Resolution, signal-to-noise ratio, spatial dynamic ranges 

comparable to Herschel images of the cold ISM in unpolarized emission


